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Improving representation of canopy temperatures
for modeling subcanopy incoming longwave
radiation to the snow surface
Clare Webster1,2 , Nick Rutter1 , and Tobias Jonas2

1Department of Geography, School for Engineering and Environment, Northumbria University, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK,
2WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF, Davos Dorf, Switzerland

Abstract A comprehensive analysis of canopy surface temperatures was conducted around a small and
large gap at a forested alpine site in the Swiss Alps during the 2015 and 2016 snowmelt seasons
(March–April). Canopy surface temperatures within the small gap were within 2–3°C of measured reference
air temperature. Vertical and horizontal variations in canopy surface temperatures were greatest around the
large gap, varying up to 18°C above measured reference air temperature during clear-sky days. Nighttime
canopy surface temperatures around the study site were up to 3°C cooler than reference air temperature.
These measurements were used to develop a simple parameterization for correcting reference air
temperature for elevated canopy surface temperatures during (1) nighttime conditions (subcanopy
shortwave radiation is 0 W m�2) and (2) periods of increased subcanopy shortwave radiation >400 W m�2

representing penetration of shortwave radiation through the canopy. Subcanopy shortwave and longwave
radiation collected at a single point in the subcanopy over a 24 h clear-sky period was used to calculate a
nighttime bulk offset of 3°C for scenario 1 and develop a multiple linear regression model for scenario 2 using
reference air temperature and subcanopy shortwave radiation to predict canopy surface temperature with
a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 0.7°C. Outside of these two scenarios, reference air temperature was used
to predict subcanopy incoming longwave radiation. Modeling at 20 radiometer locations throughout two
snowmelt seasons using these parameterizations reduced the mean bias and RMSE to below 10 W m s�2 at
all locations.

1. Introduction

Boreal and subalpine forests cover much of the Northern Hemisphere and can account for up to 17% of ter-
restrial water storage through seasonal snow [Rutter et al., 2009]. Snowmelt in forested environments contri-
butes substantially to timing and quantity of spring surface runoff, which is strongly controlled by the surface
energy budget. The presence of the forest canopy attenuates turbulent energy fluxes, and thus, snowmelt is
largely dominated by shortwave and longwave radiations, which can account for up to 92% of the total
energy budget available for snowmelt [Link and Marks, 1999]. Discontinuous forests with varying canopy den-
sities exhibit the largest spatial and temporal variations in incoming shortwave and longwave radiation, and
thus, prediction of the surface radiation budget is most difficult in these forest environments, particularly
under high insolation conditions. Heterogeneous forest structures, particularly distinct discontinuities such
as gaps and edges, are becoming increasingly prevalent throughout the alpine and boreal environments
due to changing land use management practices, forest fires, and climate change. Meter-scale variations in
canopy structure and density cause shading of incoming shortwave radiation or exposure of tree stems
and trunks to solar heating, resulting in spatial variations in subcanopy radiation different to above-canopy
conditions and open environments [Webster et al., 2016a]. These discontinuities, however, remain underre-
presented in distributed snowmelt models despite their importance in ecohydrological processes.

Canopy heating by absorption of shortwave radiation creates a radiative paradox where decreases in short-
wave radiation are often offset by increases in longwave radiation [Sicart et al., 2004], which can lead to a net
longwave radiation surplus up to 40 W m�2 [Webster et al., 2016b]. These incoming longwave radiation pro-
cesses, however, are relatively difficult to predict in discontinuous environments compared to shortwave
radiation. Longwave radiation in sun-lit areas of forests has been measured up to 50 Wm�2 higher than mea-
surements in the shaded edges of gaps, above the canopy or in adjacent open areas [Lawler and Link, 2011;
Webster et al., 2016b]. Forest gaps therefore represent areas with maximum and minimum incoming
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longwave radiation to the snow surface, which are strongly dependent on direction of forest exposure in
relation to the solar path. Accurate prediction of longwave radiation throughout the subcanopy are impor-
tant for accurate estimation of snow disappearance date [Lundquist et al., 2013], timing of snowmelt for
streamflow modeling [Molotch et al., 2009], estimations of soil moisture [Zehe and Blöschl, 2004], and evapo-
transpiration rates [Chen and Zhang, 1989].

Commonly used methods to estimate subcanopy incoming longwave radiation include using a locally mea-
sured air temperature as a proxy for that of the emitting canopy [Essery et al., 2008; Lawler and Link, 2011;
Sicart et al., 2004], which can result in errors up to 40 W m�2 during sunny clear-sky conditions on exposed
canopy edges. Previous studies have demonstrated improvements in incoming longwave radiation
prediction by explicitly incorporating either a measured tree trunk temperature [Webster et al., 2016b], a
canopy shortwave extinction coefficient [Pomeroy et al., 2009], a calibrated site-specific linear regression
model [Essery et al., 2008], or an uncalibrated predetermined relationship between canopy temperature
and either air temperature [Seyednasrollah and Kumar, 2013] or incoming above-canopy shortwave radiation
[Seyednasrollah and Kumar, 2014].

Modeling incoming longwave radiation emission from the canopy within forest gaps remains challenging
due to the strong heterogeneity of forest structure as well as the lack of availability of forest temperature
data, or calibrated methods to estimate this information. Canopy shortwave extinction models or other para-
meterizations use above-canopy conditions to predict subcanopy incoming longwave radiation based on
canopy descriptors such as sky-view fraction (Vf) or effective leaf-area index (LAI0). These methods can work
well in closed continuous forest environments when direct solar heating of the canopy is low. For example,
Essery et al. [2008] used site-calibrated multiple linear regression models with above-canopy conditions as
predictor variables and found that estimates of incoming longwave radiation were best in closed canopy
environments, and larger errors were found at the forest gap site.

Models thus far are limited in their ability to simply capture variation in exposure of the canopy to direct
incoming solar radiation. For example, forest edges or locations on opposite (e.g., north versus south) sides
of a gap can have identical above-canopy conditions and Vf or LAI0; however, canopy temperatures in the
two environments may differ by up to 20°C depending on the time of day due to exposure direction. This
limitation can be overcome through computationally intensive ray-tracing models [e.g., Musselman et al.,
2015]; however, these are unsuitable over larger forest areas for distributed energy balance and snowmelt
models. Development of suitable incoming longwave radiation models for application within distributed
snowmelt models have thus far been limited by a lack of distributed canopy surface temperature measure-
ments across forest discontinuities, both spatially and temporally.

Infrared (IR) observations currently represent the most practical means for observing canopy surface tem-
perature variations [Norman and Becker, 1995]. The progressive development of infrared thermal imaging
technology today allows collection of detailed spatial information regarding temperatures over larger canopy
surface areas compared to previously used contact surfacemeasurements [Pomeroy et al., 2009;Webster et al.,
2016b]. Previous work with thermal imagery of vegetation has focused predominantly on its application to
agriculture and water management and availability [Anderson et al., 2012; Gago et al., 2015]. It has also been
used previously to image tree temperatures in alpine forests to gain insight into the distribution of surface
temperature of the canopy during snowmelt [Ellis, 2011; Pomeroy et al., 2009; Webster et al., 2016b]. So far,
thermal imagery has largely allowed for simple visualization and interpretation of thermal structures in the
forest at small spatial and temporal resolutions. Consequently, distributedmeasurements of canopy structure
and surface temperature information would facilitate greater understanding of subcanopy incoming long-
wave radiation dynamics, providing insight to improve model estimations.

The purpose of this paper is to improve understanding of canopy temperatures and their influence on sub-
canopy incoming longwave radiation in heterogeneous forested environments and subsequently develop a
simple parameterization for estimation of canopy temperatures within a distributed model that gives spa-
tially explicit values. Canopy surface temperature data and measured subcanopy shortwave and longwave
radiation were collected around a large gap and within a small gap in the adjacent forest across the 2015
and 2016 snowmelt seasons. Data collection and analysis focused on radiative regimes along the canopy
edges in the four cardinal directions in the large gap and within the small gap. These locations broadly repre-
sent different canopy structure types relating to exposure to shortwave radiation: north edge (south facing,
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exposed), east edge (west facing, exposed), south edge (north facing, exposed), west edge (east facing,
exposed), and small gap (shaded, closed). Continuous meteorological and radiation measurements across
the two snowmelt seasons were used to develop a simple parameterization for modeling subcanopy incom-
ing longwave radiation based on a reference air temperature and subcanopy incoming shortwave radiation.
This parameterization was then applied in a distributed model at 2 m point spacing across a heterogeneous
forested area 170 × 220 m for an example clear-sky 24 h period.

2. Modeling Subcanopy Incoming Longwave Radiation

Total subcanopy incoming longwave radiation at a point is calculated by separation of the hemispherical
view at a point into the sky (sky-view fraction, Vf) and canopy (1 � Vf) components:

↓LWRcan ¼ Vf LWRac þ 1� Vfð Þ σT4can
� �

(1)

where Tcan is the temperature of the canopy, Vf is the sky-view fraction, and LWRac is the measured incoming
longwave radiation above the canopy. Because reflectance is not explicitly addressed in equation (1), an
effective emissivity of 1 is assumed for the canopy [Essery et al., 2008].

Current methods used to obtain measurements of canopy surface temperatures are largely dependent on
the use of thermocouples, both contact (TCs) and infrared (IRTCs), which obtain small-scale measurements.
The limitation of these methods lies in the uncertainty of extrapolating single measurements across the
entire canopy-view fraction (1 � Vf). For example, point measurements of tree trunk temperatures are often
much higher than the surrounding canopy. Used as the representative canopy surface temperature within
equation (1), a trunk temperature measurement would result in overestimations of subcanopy incoming
longwave radiation, particularly during periods of high incoming shortwave radiation. Uncertainty therefore
remains in extrapolating point measurements of canopy surface temperatures across larger areas of forests.

The continuing limitation of equation (1) is therefore the lack of information regarding the temperature of the
canopy. Previous modeling efforts to estimate either canopy surface temperatures or subcanopy incoming
longwave radiation have used parameterizations of above-canopy meteorological variables [Essery et al.,
2008] or site-specific parameterizations of the relationship between shortwave radiation extinction and the
canopy [Pomeroy et al., 2009]. These parameterizations are useful in that they relate canopy surface tempera-
tures or longwave radiation to readily available above-canopymeteorological variables. However, a limitation
remains in that the different parameterizations are either applicable to only a single point location in the sub-
canopy, or site-wide calibrated variables limit applicability to relatively continuous canopy structures. In par-
ticular, variables used in these methods mean that they are limited in application to relative closed-canopy
environments where there is minimal direct exposure to shortwave radiative heating. Modeling in this study
therefore focuses on the edges around a forest gap, where directional shortwave heating causes consider-
able variations in canopy surface temperatures and subsequently longwave radiation regimes between the
four main cardinal directions: north (south exposed), east (west exposed), south (north exposed), and west
(east exposed). Herein cardinal directions refer to the relative position in the clearing, not the direction of
exposure. Canopy surface temperature measurements using IR imagery in these four locations in the gap
were compared with those within a smaller gap, thus representing heterogeneity of the subcanopy environ-
ment in five functional classes.

3. Field Site Description

Data collection andmodeling were carried out within a heterogeneous 170 × 220 m alpine forest site close to
Davos Laret (46°50042″N, 9°52019″E, 1520 m above sea level) in eastern Switzerland (Figure 1). Measurements
were conducted in a large angular gap approximately 70 × 50 m and a small gap within the adjacent forest
approximately 20 × 10 m (Figure 1). Tree heights around the two gaps are between 12 and 35 m. Sky-view
fractions at the center of the large and small gaps are 0.9 and 0.3, respectively. The study site was selected
as it has minimal surface slopes and topographic shading. Tree species are predominantly Norwegian-spruce
with some Larch trees, ranging from new growth up to 35 m in height. The corresponding open site was
located approximately 250 m to the north-west of the clearing, used to represent above-canopy conditions.
Data were collected throughout the snowmelt periods (March–April) in 2015 and 2016.
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4. Data Collection and Processing
4.1. Radiation and Temperature Measurements

Incoming shortwave and longwave radiation were measured using 10 Kipp and Zonen CMP3 pyranometer
and CGR3 pyrgeometer pairs. An open site comparison of these sensors during both clear-sky and cloudy
conditions showed the pyranometers measured on average within 9Wm�2 and the pyrgeometers measured
on average within 6 W m�2. Radiometers were placed in distributed locations in and around the large and
small gaps at Laret during springtime snowmelt (March–April) in 2015 and 2016. Data were thus collected
at 20 different locations throughout the 2 years. Radiometers were placed at the north, south, and east edges
of the large gap in 2015, and in 2016 radiometers were positioned at the west edge of the large gap and in
the small gap (Figure 1b). A summary of the relative location and Vf values are shown in Tables 1 and 2. A
single radiometer pair (Radiometer 6) was placed in the center of the large gap each year as a reference mea-
surement. Radiometer locations were manually selected to best capture the different radiative regimes
within the study area.

Each radiometer was placed on a rigid wooden platform, leveled and cleared of precipitation and intercep-
tion daily. Periods of data where the radiometers were covered with snowfall, fallen interception, or were sig-

nificantly tilted were removed during
postprocessing. Data collected across
the 2 years were used to calculate Teff
and validate modeled incoming
longwave radiation in this study.
Incoming longwave radiation was
also measured at a nearby open site
(Figure 1a) and taken to represent
above canopy radiative conditions.

Air temperature was measured at 1 m
above the snow surface using a
thermistor housed in a naturally
aspirated six-plate radiation shield.
Measurement locations were estab-
lished within 2 m of the radiometer
pairs at the north, south, and east
edges of the large gap in 2015 and

Table 1. Statistics for Radiometers in 2015 andModel Results Using Simply
Air Temperature Within Equation (1) or the Corrections to Air Temperature
in Equation (7) to Calculate Tcan to Input Into Equation (1)a

Tair Only Tair Corrected

Number Canopy Vf Mean Bias RMSE Mean Bias RMSE

1 N 0.43 6.7 7.65 2.68 4.11
2 N 0.41 10.74 10.85 3.42 6.23
3 G 0.81 8.48 8.71 6.8 7.07
4 E 0.44 7.97 8.6 4.1 4.97
5 C 0.21 9.95 10.37 3.69 4.65
6 G 0.91 2.73 3.39 1.49 2.8
7 S 0.49 13.06 13.06 9.25 9.3
8 S 0.34 10.54 10.7 5.73 6.18
9 C 0.36 12.38 12.39 7.04 7.21
10 C 0.41 10.39 10.41 5.11 5.54

aModel bias andRMSE are inWm�2. Canopy environments are summar-
izedasnorth (N),east (E), south (S),west (W), centerofgap (G), andclosed(C).

Figure 1. (a) Aerial photograph of Davos Laret showing location of reference open site and forest field site. (b) Overview of
forest site from airborne lidar data. The dashed lines show outlines of the large gap and small gap within the forest. The
lettering indicates locations of radiometer and temperature sensors at the north (A), east (B), south (C), and west (D) of the
large gap and in the center of the small gap (E); The X denotes location in the center of the large gap where thermal
images and reference air temperature measurements were taken; the color scale indicates surface/vegetation height from
lidar data. Aerial photograph reproduced by permission of swisstopo (JA100118).
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west edge of the large gap and
within the small gap in 2016. Air
temperature was also measured
within the center of the large gap
and was used as the reference air
temperature for modeling incoming
longwave radiation at all radiometer
locations around the edges of the
gap and within the small gap in the
forest. The justification of this is that
air temperature in the center of the
gap is less influenced by the varied
micrometeorology of the canopy
and is more suitable for a site-wide
reference air temperature similar to

data often used to drive larger-scale snowmelt models. This location is herein referred to as the reference
air temperature.

Continuous tree trunk temperatures were measured using pairs of Type-T contact thermocouples (TCs) con-
sisting of copper and constantan conductors embedded just below the bark surface of the tree. During the
2015 snowmelt seasons thermocouples were installed in two trees (cf. Figure 3a) to capture reference tree
trunk temperaturemeasurements. Eight pairs were installed in tree 1 (west edge of large gap, sunny) between
1 and 1.8 m above the snow surface (these heights increased as the snowmelt progressed), and seven pairs
were installed in tree 2 (east edge of large gap, shaded) at similar heights to those at tree 1. Pairs were located
around the full 360° circumference of the trunk and were averaged to obtain one temperature value per tree
trunk. Tree 1 was exposed to direct sunlight in the early morning and tree 2 received little direct sunlight but
was in the area of the clearing that received sunlight shortly before sunset. All instruments were connected to
Campbell CR1000 data loggers, measuring at 15 s intervals and averaging over 10 min periods.

4.2. Airborne Lidar Data

Lidar data of the study site were the same as that used within Moeser et al. [2014] and were used here to
generate synthetic hemispherical photographs (HPs) for canopy classification and subsequent modeling
on subcanopy incoming longwave radiation across the field site. Data were collected in September 2010
using a Riegl LMS Q560 sensor from multiple helicopter flyovers at a nominal flying altitude of 700 m for a
total area of ~90 km2. The wavelength emitted was 1550 nm, with pulse durations of 5 ns, and up to seven
returns were detected per pulse for a maximum scan angle of ±15°. Postprocessing yielded an average echo
density of 36 pulses per per square meter in the flyover domain and 19 pulses per square meter for the last
returns (i.e., shot density) within the domain area. An affiliated digital terrain model was created by Toposys

using their in-house processing
software, TopPit (http://www.image-
maps.com/toppit.htm), using the
classified ground returns at a 0.5 m
horizontal resolution.

4.3. Canopy Classification
4.3.1. Optical Hemispherical
Photographs (HPs)
Optical HPswere taken at each sensor
location using a Canon 600D camera
with a Sigma 4.5 mm F2.8 EX DC HSM
fish-eye lens mounted on a metal
plate that allowed easy leveling and
orientation of the lens.Manual thresh-
olding was used to characterize the
pixels into either black (canopy) or

Table 2. As Table 1 But for Radiometers in 2016

Tair Only Tair Corrected

Number Canopy Vf Mean Bias RMSE Mean Bias RMSE

1 C 0.27 10.52 11.51 5.51 7.71
2 C 0.27 8.34 9.03 3.95 6.07
3 C 0.19 4.9 6.66 �0.07 5.28
4* C 0.24 4.66 6.39 �0.72 4.98
5 C 0.22 6.37 7.21 0.51 4.73
6 G 0.88 �1.03 5.57 �2.3 6.35
7 C 0.13 3.92 6.09 �2.81 6.16
8 C 0.25 8.06 8.55 2.59 4.58
9 W 0.52 7.79 9.31 2.35 7.65
10 W 0.52 4.54 6.62 �1.72 6.06

*Radiometer used for calibration of corrections in equations (5) and (6)

Figure 2. Measured air temperature in the north, east, south, and center of
the large gap and tree trunk temperatures in the west and east of the large
gap shown in Figure 1b throughout a 4 day period, including two clear-sky
days (15–16 April) and two cloudy days (17–18 April) during the 2015
snowmelt season.
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white (sky) pixels [Reid and Essery, 2013]. Vf was calculated from the ratio between the numbers of canopy
and sky pixels in each concentric ring weighted by the sine of the elevation angle according to Essery
et al. [2008]. Values of Vf used for calculation of Teff and validation of equation (1) were calculated
from the optical HPs taken at the exact location of each radiometer to ensure maximum accuracy.
4.3.2. Synthetic Hemispherical Photographs
In order to incorporate an angular viewpoint for generating synthetic HPs, the lidar data were converted into
a spherical coordinate system following Moeser et al. [2014]. Using these methods, Moeser et al. [2014]
demonstrated the similarities of synthetic and optical images in calculating canopy closure (closely related
to Vf) and LAI0. The advantage of synthetic HPs over manual optical images is that the method makes Vf
attainable for hundreds of locations within the subcanopy throughout the field area at Laret.

Synthetic HPs can be generated at any location within the lidar point cloud by specifying the location (the
origin). Cartesian coordinates (xyz) were converted into three variables: the elevation angle (θ), the angle
between the positive x axis and the projection point on the x/y plane (ϕ), and the distance from the origin
to the point (r). For each point, θ was calculated from 0–90° and ϕ flipped east-west for a full 180° view
frame. The θ values were then flipped on the east-west axis to mimic the upward viewing projection
of HPs.

Calculation of Vf from the synthetic HPs followed the same weighting procedure applied to the optical HPs.
Thresholding of the images was not required for synthetic HPs as they were already created in binary format.

4.4. Thermal Imaging

Thermal images presented in this study were taken during the snowmelt period in 2016 using a VarioCAM®
high-resolution inspect 768 (RE) Jenoptik thermal camera with an infrared image resolution of 1024 × 768
pixels that operates at 7.5 to 14 μm and has an accuracy of ±1.5% (K). Emissivity was set to 1 for all imaging
scenarios. The camera was factory calibrated by the manufacturers when purchased in 2013.

Complete panoramic images of the surface edge of the large and small gaps were captured during the 2016
snowmelt period. The camera was set on a leveled tripod at approximately 50 cm above ground in the center

Figure 3. (a) Optical image of 360° canopy edge around the large gap and associated thermal images on (b) a clear-sky day 20 April 2016 at 13:00 and (c) a cloudy day
30 March 2016 at 10:00. T1 and T2 indicate positions of trees installed with thermocouples (Tree 1 and Tree 2, respectively). Tb and Tb indicate reference air
temperature during imaging of thermal images in Figures 3a and 3b.
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of the large gap and was handheld in the center of the small gap due to angular constraints of the tripod. The
size of the small gap and the shape of the canopy required pointing the thermal camera up at the canopy,
mimicking the view from the radiometer.

Days for thermal imaging were selected based on several different criteria. Imaging took place on days when
there was no intercepted snow on the canopy, as that would bias infrared estimations of canopy surface
temperature, or when no precipitation was falling due to its influence on radiometer measurements.
Imaging days were also selected to cover a range of meteorological conditions including days of clear sky
or a mixture of cloudy and sunny.

Different surfaces in the thermal images have different emissivities. Reflectance of energy is assumed to be
negligible and so the emissivity of the canopy was assumed to be 1. Due to the 3-D nature of the canopy,
particularly the cylindrical tree trunks, emissivity will vary with viewing angle [Sobrino and Cuenca, 1999].
These effects are most noticeable around the edges of tree trunks; however, the resolution of the camera
used in this study and the distance from the camera to the canopy edge means that these small-scale differ-
ences in measured surface temperatures are negligible. Snow and sky captured in the images have varying
values of effective emissivity, depending on cloudiness and water vapor (sky [Liston and Elder, 2006]) and
viewing angle (snow; Dozier and Warren, 1982]); however, as these were not the focus on the thermal images,
the differences in emissivity of snow and sky were ignored.

Snow and sky pixels had an effective temperature below 0°C in all thermal images, while tree temperatures
measured at the two TC trees were above 0°C during all imaging periods. Using this information, any pixels in
the raw images below 0°C were assumed to represent sky or snow and were subsequently removed from the
analysis files. Despite this filtering, mixed pixels that integrate canopy and sky temperatures remained in the
images if they were above 0°C, thus reducing the accuracy of the data around the top edges of the canopy.
Further effects on image accuracy arising from surface roughness and air temperature/humidity were
deemed to be negligible due to the proximity of the canopy to the camera (< 50m); atmospheric effects tend
only to cause accuracy issues at distances greater than 100 m [Ball and Pinkerton, 2006].

4.5. Determination of Forest Temperatures From Thermal Images

Raw IR temperature files were converted to gray scale images using MATLAB R2015 software (Mathworks
Inc.). Individual images were then stitched to a single composite image using Microsoft Image Composite
Editor (Microsoft Research) to allow evaluation of spatial distributions of canopy surface temperatures around
the edges of both gaps.

The difference in viewing angles from the camera positions at the two locations created two different
panoramic views (cf. Figures 4a and 5a). The distance from the camera to the canopy in the large gap
created a full view of the height of the canopy, including the tops of the trees. The proximity and angle
of the canopy relative to the imaging location within the small gap meant that the camera was looking
up at the top of the canopy, similar to the hemispherical view from a radiometer, resulting in a
Mercator-like projection in the panoramic image. It is also likely that the top of the canopy was obscured
in the thermal panoramic images of the small gap.

Followingstitching,grayscale imageswereback-calculatedto individualpixel temperature followingthemeth-
ods in Cohen et al. [2005]. The temperature of each pixel was calculated from the 8 bit gray level image using:

T x;yð Þ ¼ GL x;yð Þ:Trange
� �� Tmin (2)

where T(x,y) is the calculated temperature at each pixel (x,y), GL(x,y) is the gray level of pixel (x,y) in the 8 bit
image, Trange is the difference between maximum and minimum temperature in the image, and Tmin is the
minimum temperature, both of which were predetermined from the raw data files.

Because distance to the canopy was different in each direction, a “relative height” descriptor (h/zd) was used
to represent canopy height in the thermal images instead of absolute height measurements from the lidar
data. Relative height describes the fraction of forest height (h) relative to the total vertical depth of the
canopy (zd), varying along the horizontal canopy profile. The relative height was determined by manually
selecting the canopy top and bottom along the entire canopy gap edge in each IR image. The result is
expressed as a percentage, where 0% corresponds to the snow surface and 100% corresponds to the
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highest point in the canopy. The top of the canopy (100% relative height) therefore changes in absolute
height (m) along the 360° panoramic around both the small and large gaps.

Segments of each panoramic image were subset in order to further investigate differences in canopy surface
temperature in the different cardinal directions. Around the large gap, thermal images were separated based
on the corresponding view fraction of the radiometers placed in each of the four locations. The maximum
height in each of the four segments was used as the canopy top for relative height calculation. Within the
small gap, the image was divided into four even segments based on cardinal direction. Due to the fairly uni-
form relative height in the small gap, the same top of canopy location was used for each of the four segments.

4.6. Determination of Forest Temperatures From Radiation Measurements

Canopy temperature measurements were also obtained through the calculation of effective emitting
temperature of the canopy (Teff). Teff was calculated using measured incoming longwave radiation
(LWRmeas) from the radiometers in the subcanopy and inverting equation (1):

Teff ¼ LWRmeas � Vf LWRacð Þ
1� Vfð Þσεcan

� �0:25

� 273:15 (3)

to obtain Teff in °C.

4.7. Model Improvements

A new parameterization for predicting canopy surface temperatures was developed using subcanopy short-
wave radiation as a predictor variable. Subcanopy shortwave radiation was used as it better represents pene-
tration of shortwave radiation and subsequent heating of the canopy. This creates spatially variable canopy
surface temperatures compared to using above-canopy measurements, which result in a single site-wide
value. A multiple linear regression model was therefore developed following:

Tcan ¼ β0 þ β1:↓SWRsc þ β2:Tair (4)

where ↓SWRsc is measured (or modeled) subcanopy shortwave radiation (W m�2) and β0, β1, and β2 are cali-
brated regression coefficients. A simple multiple linear regression was chosen due to its proven effectiveness
in prediction of canopy surface temperature or longwave radiation in previous studies [Essery et al., 2008;
Howard and Stull, 2013].

Furthermodeling at a distributed scale was carried out using the lidar data and calculation of Vf from synthetic
hemispherical photographs (HPs) at 9632 locations at 2 m grid spacing in the 170 × 220m field area (Figure 1b).
Estimates of subcanopy longwave radiation at 10 min intervals used canopy temperatures calculated using
equation (4) on 12.04.2016 (clear-sky day). Subcanopy incoming shortwave radiation was estimated using
synthetic HPs and the algorithms in the software Hemisfer [http://www.wsl.ch/dienstleistungen/produkte/
software/hemisfer/, Thimonier et al., 2010] following the methods in Moeser et al. [2014]. These calculated
values were then used to estimate subcanopy longwave radiation throughout the 24 h period.

5. Results
5.1. Canopy and Air Temperature Variations

Figure 2 demonstrates spatial and temporal variations in measured air and tree trunk temperatures on either
side of the large gap on both clear-sky (15–16 April) and cloudy (17–18 April) days during the 2015 measure-
ment period. Air temperatures were measured at four different locations; in the north and south the tempera-
ture measurements were located below the canopy, whereas in the center and in the east the measurements
were located away from the canopy. During the two clear-sky days, air temperatures at all locations were
close to 0°C at night and increased to between 10 and 13°C during the day. Temperature differences between
the four locations varied by no more than 4°C, with air temperature highest in the center of the clearing
compared to the north and east edges of the gap, although nighttime temperatures were warmest in the
north and south locations, where the air temperature thermistors were within in the subcanopy.
Comparatively, during the two cloudy days, measured air temperature in the gap and in the subcanopy
showed a spatial variation less than 2°C.

Daily variations and differences between tree trunk temperatures on opposite sides of the large gap were
greater than those seen in measured air temperature (Figure 2). Temperatures of individual thermocouple
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pairs varied by a maximum of 5°C around the tree in the east (shaded) and 14°C around the sunny tree in the
west. The two trees maintained temperatures above measured air temperatures during both nighttime per-
iods and cloudy days. The tree in the west of the large gap increased to temperatures above 20°C following
sunrise and gradually declined in temperature throughout the day. In contrast, average temperature of the
shaded tree in the east remained below all four measurements of air temperature from 08:00 until 18:00,
and daily variation was below 10°C.

Differences between canopy surface temperatures around the gap on clear-sky and cloudy days are also
demonstrated in the two thermal images of the edge of the large gap in Figure 3. Sun-lit north and west
edges, exposed to direct solar heating under the clear-sky conditions, were, on average, up to 10°C warmer
than the canopy along the shaded south and east edges. Surface canopy temperatures were also warmer
than measured reference air temperature in the center of the gap (Tair = 12°C) at the time of imaging.
During the cloudy day (Figure 3c), the canopy was relatively uniform in temperature in comparison to the
clear-sky day, and overall was slightly warmer than reference air temperature (Tair = 5°C).

Tree trunks in particular showed different surface temperature variations between the clear-sky and cloudy
days. During the cloudy day, tree trunks showed small (<4°C) differences relative to the surface temperature
of the surrounding canopy, and differences in tree trunk surface temperatures between the Sun-lit and
shaded sides of the gap were <5°C. In contrast, during the clear-sky day, tree trunks showed much greater
variations in surface temperatures. Along the Sun-lit edges of the gap, tree trunk surface temperatures were
as high as 30°C, 18°C warmer than the temperatures of the surrounding canopy. Additionally, larch tree
trunks reached temperatures up to 30°C, while spruce tree trunks were closer to 20°C. Along the shaded
edges, tree trunk surface temperatures were closer to 5°C, lower than the surfaces temperature of the sur-
rounding canopy. These spatial differences resulting from direct solar heating of the tree trunks were also
shown in the contact tree trunk temperature measurements in Figure 2. It is likely that the substantial
increases in tree trunk surface temperatures in these regions around gaps are the main contributor to subca-
nopy incoming longwave maxima along Sun-lit gap edges.

Vertical variations in canopy surface temperatures all around the four edges of the large gap were apparent in
the IR image taken during clear-sky conditions (Figure 3b). At the north and west edges of the gap, the top of
the canopy (above 90% relative height) can be seen to be cooler than the canopy below. It is possible that this
negative temperature profile is from a combination of evaporative and convective fluxes from wind shear at
the top of the canopy, a greater thermal mass of the lower canopy, or a result of mixed-pixels in the thermal
images—averaging temperature over pixels that contain both sky and canopy in the images. Along the
shaded edges (south and east) the upper 20% (relative height) of the vertical profile of the canopy can be
seen to be warmer than the lower canopy, where it is exposed to more incoming shortwave radiation from
behind. In comparison, limited vertical variations in canopy temperatures were visible in the thermal image
taken on the cloudy day, suggesting that spatial variations in canopy surface temperatures around disconti-
nuities do not need to be incorporated in subcanopy incoming longwave radiation models during cloudy
periods, as the canopy exhibits a relatively uniform surface temperature close to measured reference air tem-
perature. However, spatial variability in canopy surface temperatures during clear-sky conditions requires
further attention for modeling applications.

Differences in horizontal and vertical variability in canopy surface temperatures during clear-sky conditions
are shown for both the large gap (Figure 4) and small gap (Figure 5). Canopy surface temperatures along
the horizontal profile at 30% relative height show temperatures below air temperature at the shaded south
and east edges of the large gap. Sun-lit edges of the gap show an elevation of canopy surface temperatures
above reference air temperature in the center of the gap up to 18°C. Peaks up to 28°C along the horizontal
profile represent solar heated tree trunks, reflecting the point measurements of tree trunk temperature at
the west edge of the gap (Figure 2).

Within the small gap, horizontal variations at 30% relative height exhibited relatively little change around the
gap edge compared to that seen around the large gap (Figure 5b). Canopy surface temperatures were
approximately 1–2°C warmer than reference air temperature in the west and north, and closer to reference
air temperature in the south and east. Periodic decreases in surface temperature along the horizontal profile
indicate that tree trunks were cooler than the surface temperature of the surrounding canopy by up to 5°C.
These cold tree trunks again match measurements of the individual tree trunk temperatures at the east edge
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(shaded) of the large gap (Figure 2), where trunk temperatures were also colder than reference air
temperature during clear-sky conditions.

Relative frequency temperature distributions of the vertical profiles at the four edge locations around the
large and small gaps further demonstrate the spatial variations in canopy surface temperatures (Figures 4c
and 5c). Peaks in the distributions of temperature throughout the vertical profiles at the north andwest edges
were between 13 and 16°C, whereas peaks in the distributions at the east and south edges were below air
temperature. Directional frequency distributions in the small gap showed less variation than in the large
gap. Peaks in the distributions at the north and west edges were close to 15°C, whereas peaks in the distribu-
tions at the south and east aspects were again below air temperature.

Vertical temperature profiles at the four edges were greater in the large gap than within the small gap
(Figures 4d and 5d). In the large gap, vertical temperature profiles increased above air temperature at the
sunny west and north edges of the large gap but were below air temperature in the east and south. In the
west, exposed to direct sunlight, most of the vertical profile was at or above air temperature, particularly
between 10 and 80% relative height. Vertical gradients at the other three locations were cooler in the lower
canopy, between 5 and 8°C below air temperature, and increasing up to 2°C below air temperature in the
south and east and 1°C above air temperature in the north. At all four locations, canopy surface

Figure 4. (a) Spatial variations in canopy surface temperature in the large gap at 12:00, 20 April 2016, (b) horizontal tem-
perature distribution at 30% relative height (black line in a), (c) relative frequency distribution of canopy temperature in
the vertical profiles at the four cardinal directions around the gap, (d) vertical temperature profiles with relative canopy
height (dimensionless) in the four cardinal directions around the gap. The red dashed lines indicate air temperature
measured in the middle of the large gap at time of imaging.
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temperatures decreased above 70% relative height, although this decrease was less pronounced at the
Sun-exposed west edge.

Vertical temperature profiles showed more uniform variation at the four edges around the small gap
compared to the large gap (Figure 5d). With the exception of a cold patch in the profile on the north side
of the small gap, all four vertical profiles were within 2–3°C of air temperature. This lack of directional
variability shown in canopy surface temperatures in Figure 5 suggests that the direction of exposure of
the canopy has minimal effect within shaded canopies, away from forest edges exposed to direct incom-
ing shortwave radiation.

5.2. Modeling Incoming Longwave Radiation

Thermal images of the canopy within the small gap suggest that the canopy surface is close to or below air
temperature during daytime clear-sky periods (Figure 5). This was further assessed across a 24 h clear-sky
period through the calculation of effective emitting temperature of the canopy (Teff) using equation (3).
The results of this calculation over a 24 h clear-sky period are shown in Figure 6a for radiometer 5 in 2016.
Daytime reference Tair and Teff were relatively similar (within 1°C) and followed the same temporal trend of
increasing in the morning following sunrise and decreasing in the afternoon and evening following solar
noon. Before sunrise and after sunset, reference air temperature was approximately 3°C below Teff, suggest-
ing that at night, canopy temperatures within denser environments remain warmer than Tair. This was also
shown in the point thermocouple measurements in Figure 2.

Figure 5. As Figure 4 but within the small gap at 12:00 21 April 2016.
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Differences between Tair and Teff within
the small gap during the snowmelt per-
iod are further demonstrated in the per-
formance of using measured reference
Tair in equation (1) at the radiometer
locations in closed environments
throughout the 2015–2016 snowmelt
seasons (March–April) (Tables 1 and 2).
Underestimations by the model were
largest particularly when incoming long-
wave radiation was low (<320 W m�2),
likely during nighttime conditions when
the canopy remains warmer than
reference Tair in the center of the gap.
These estimates of incoming longwave
radiation using air temperature suggest
that errors throughout a snowmelt
season are not compensated, and con-
tinuous underestimation throughout
nighttime periods would overall reduce
the total amount of melt energy in these
locations, delaying modeled snow
disappearance date.

Offset of the canopy to the reference air
temperature is approximately 3°C
throughout the times in the 24 h period
when subcanopy shortwave radiation
was 0 W m�2, suggesting that a simple
correction to measured air temperature
can be applied during these periods:

Tcan ¼ Tair þ x (5)

where x is the site-calibrated bulk offset
applied to measured reference air tem-
perature to reduce model bias. This sug-
gests a simple method for estimating
Tcan from Tair in small gaps, which are
representative of closed canopy envir-
onments with minimal direct subcanopy
shortwave heating. A local bulk offset

could be calibrated conditionally on radiometer data being available to calculate a value representative of
a site or region. However, the relatively low root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the simple air temperature
model at most radiometer locations, particularly in the shaded sides of gap and within the closed environ-
ments with low Vf values (Tables 1 and 2), indicates that a reference air temperature (i.e., a zero offset) can
be a suitable predictor of canopy temperature for modeling subcanopy incoming longwave radiation.

Calculated Teff from the pyrgeometers placed at the four edge locations around the large gap showed differ-
ent thermal regimes compared to that seen in the small gap (Figures 6b–6e). The time series of Teff across a
24 h clear-sky period illustrates heating of the canopy above Tair during daily increases in shortwave radiation,
particularly at the west, north, and east edges. Teff increased above air temperature in the morning (west),
during midday to afternoon (north), and in the evening (east), reflecting the movement of the daily solar
track. The southern side of the gap (i.e., never exposed to direct shortwave radiation) maintained Teff close
to measured reference air temperature throughout the entire 24 h period. These increases in canopy surface
temperature reflect the movement of the daily solar track and are not represented in subcanopy incoming

Figure 6. Time series showing calculated Teff and measured reference air
temperature across a (a) clear-sky 24 h period in the small gap (radio-
meter 5, 2016), (b) north edge of the large gap (radiometer 2, 2015),
(c) east (radiometer 4, 2015), (d) south (radiometer 8, 2015), and (e) west
(radiometer 10, 2016) on 15 April 2015 (Figures 6b–6d) and 12 April 2016
(Figures 6a and 6e).
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longwave radiation models relying solely on air temperature. There were periods of the day, particularly in
late morning and early afternoon, when calculated Teff in the south and east edges were lower than mea-
sured air temperature by 2–3°C, likely caused by minimal shortwave heating in the shaded areas compared
to the center of the large gap.

Differences in canopy temperatures at the four locations in the large gap were also apparent at nighttime. Teff
in the west, north, and east remained above or close to air temperature, whereas the canopy in the south had
an effective temperature very close to air temperature. These differences can be explained by the locations of
the individual radiometers. The radiometer in the south was placed in an area of smaller trees with an indis-
tinct gap edge compared to the other three locations around the gap where the radiometers were located at
a distinct canopy edge. These temperature variations were different to those seen in the smaller gap, where
Teff during nighttime remained higher than Tair, suggesting a greater loss of energy from the canopy to the
atmosphere in the large gap that was attenuated in closed canopy environments.

Elevations in calculated Teff above reference air temperature along the edges of the large gap indicate a need
for correcting for exposure of the canopy to shortwave radiation when estimating subcanopy incoming long-
wave radiation. A new parameterization for predicting canopy surface temperature was developed using
measured subcanopy shortwave radiation as a predictor variable as it better represents the spatial and tem-
poral variations in direct canopy heating compared to above-canopy measurements. Calibration data were
the same as that used to calculate the bulk offset in equation (5). Measurements of reference air temperature
and subcanopy shortwave radiation from a single radiometer location within the subcanopy across a single
clear-sky 24 h period (12 April 2016) were combined to develop a multiple linear regression model
(equation (4)) using Tair and subcanopy incoming shortwave radiation as predictor variables:

Tcan ¼ 2:36þ 0:88Tair þ 0:0073↓SWRsc (6)

where ↓SWRsc is measured subcanopy incoming shortwave radiation and Tair is in °C to give Tcan in °C. Model
RMSE was 0.7°C with an adjusted R2 of 0.93 across the 24 h calibration period. All coefficients were statistically
significant at the 99% confidence level.

Equations (5) and (6) were then combined to predict subcanopy incoming longwave radiation at all 10
radiometer sites throughout the 2015 and 2016 snowmelt seasons, at a total of 20 different locations.
The correction to Tcan in equation (5) was applied only at nighttime, when measured subcanopy short-
wave radiation was 0 W m�2. Additionally, the correction for subcanopy shortwave radiation was only
applied when measured values exceeded 400 W m�2. This value was chosen to be representative of loca-
tions exposed to direct shortwave radiation along gap edges. Analysis of measured data found that sub-
canopy shortwave radiation does not exceed this value in the relatively closed canopy environments
where air temperature suitably represents canopy temperatures during daytime periods. The corrections
to Tair were applied as follows:

Tcan ¼
SWsc ¼ 0; Tair þ x

1≤SWsc≤400; Tair

SWsc > 400; β0 þ β1Tair þ β2SWsc

8><
>: (7)

for input of Tcan into equation (1).

Results of subcanopy incoming longwave radiation estimated at all 20 radiometer locations throughout the
2015 and 2016 snowmelt seasons (March–April) are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Using the three Tair para-
meterizations for input of Tcan into equation (1), seasonal model RMSE and mean bias of estimated subca-
nopy incoming longwave radiation were reduced at all but two radiometer locations compared to using
Tair alone. RMSE remained within 1 W m�2 at radiometers 6 and 7 in 2016. Maximum decrease in mean bias
was by 7.3 W m�2 at the radiometer on the north side of the gap in 2015 (Figure 7a), and smallest decreases
in mean bias were at the radiometer located in the center of the clearing (radiometer 6 in 2015 and 2016).
While the maximum decrease in seasonal average mean bias was 7.3 W m�2, reductions were largest during
time periods when multiple linear regression was applied. Outside these time periods, either air temperature
or the bulk offset was used. At the same radiometer at the north side of the gap (Figure 7a), model RMSE was
reduced from 20.1 to 6.6 W m�2 when the multiple linear regression correction was required. Maximum
reductions in model bias at individual time steps were also up to 30 W m�2 in Sun-lit locations.
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Modeled subcanopy incoming longwave radiation using either Tair or the correction parameterizations are
shown in Figure 7 for the four radiometers that showed the greatest reduction in RMSE using the correction
parameterization. The largest underestimations of the Tair-only model occurred during periods of high sub-
canopy incoming longwave radiation, coinciding with elevated canopy heating by shortwave radiation.
During these periods, errors were substantially reduced through the introduction of equation (6), especially
at radiometers 2, 9, and 10 in 2015 (Figures 7a, 7c, and 7d). Reductions in RMSE during periods of subcanopy
shortwave radiation greater than 400 W m�2 at radiometers 9 and 10 were 22.1 to 3.3 W m�2 and 18.7 to
3.4 W m�2, respectively. Additionally, during periods of low subcanopy incoming longwave radiation, the
nighttime bulk offset approach reduced the underestimations of the Tair only model at all four locations
shown in Figure 7.

The correction parameterizations in equation (7) were then applied at 9632 locations in the 170 × 220 m
field area using modeled potential incoming solar radiation. The results are compared to the simple air
temperature model in Figure 8 at three hourly periods from 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. These corrections for canopy
temperature better represented canopy exposure to solar radiation as well as shading by the canopy.
Exposure to solar radiation was particularly apparent in the increases in longwave radiation along the
Sun-exposed edges of the gap relative to the Sun position between 09:00 and 15:00. For example, at
12:00 there was minimal radiation along the south-east edge of the gap, reflecting the shape of the
canopy and relative shading, compared to increased radiation on the north side of the gap.
Additionally, in the discontinuous areas in the surrounding forest (see tree locations and forest structure
in Figure 1b) the new model allowed for representation of increased heating of the canopy surface by
shortwave radiation due to the heterogeneous nature of the canopy structure. These variations were
not represented in the air temperature model, which did not resolve for the small-scale variability in
incoming longwave radiation, which decreased with increasing distance to the canopy as a function
solely due to variations in sky-view fraction.

Figure 7. Measured and modeled subcanopy incoming longwave radiation during the 2015 snowmelt season (March/
April) using either only air temperature to represent canopy temperature (Tair only) or the correction parameterizations
in equation (7) to estimate Tcan (Tair corrected) at radiometers (a) 2, (b) 5, (c) 9, and (d) 10.
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6. Discussion

Spatial variation in measurements of air temperature around a large canopy gap have important implications
for canopy temperature calculations. Results showed that nighttime canopy surface temperatures were war-
mer than the reference air temperature in the center of the large gap; however, air temperatures within the
subcanopy would likely be more representative of canopy temperature measurements. The selection of air
temperature for estimating canopy surface temperatures is clearly an important step in subcanopy longwave
radiation modeling. While a local subcanopy air temperature measurement is most likely the best represen-
tative value for calculating longwave radiation, these air temperatures have been shown here to vary both
spatially and temporally. A single subcanopy air temperature is likely not suitable for an entire heterogeneous
subcanopy environment, like the one investigated in this study. Additionally, unless a study is a specialized
subcanopy energy balance or snowmelt study, subcanopy measurements of air temperatures are not readily
available, and it is even more uncommon for these measurements to be available continually across intersea-
sonal time scales to drive multiyear operational snowmelt models.

Thermal images of canopy surface temperatures around the large and small gaps demonstrate pronounced
spatial and temporal variations. Canopy surface temperatures measured using IR imagery in both gaps varied
up to 18°C above reference air temperature. Measured canopy surface temperatures in the shaded edges and
small gap were up to 20°C lower compared to temperatures measured at the Sun-lit edges of the large gap
during clear-sky conditions. These temperature differences further demonstrate the significance of canopy
discontinuities, where gaps act as radiative “hot spots” due to co-located shortwave and longwave radiation
maxima at the north forest edge [Lawler and Link, 2011; Seyednasrollah and Kumar, 2014].

During cloudy periods, spatial variation of canopy surface temperatures was low due to the lack of direct
canopy heating from shortwave radiation. In particular, canopy surface temperatures around the large gap
remained within 3°C of reference air temperature measured in the center of the large gap, and differences
between trunk and needle/branch temperatures were within 1°C. Spatial variations around the small gap,
including during clear-sky periods, were within 1–5°C. A lack of directional difference in measured canopy
surface temperatures supports the theoretical findings in Seyednasrollah and Kumar [2014], who showed rela-
tively small spatial gradients in subcanopy incoming longwave radiation in gaps with diameters less than half
of the surrounding tree height, i.e., similar size to the small gap investigated in this study. With limited sub-
canopy heating by shortwave radiation in these environments, reference air temperature was close enough
to canopy temperature measurements to be used in estimating subcanopy longwave radiation without the
need for corrections or offsets, coincident with the conclusions by Sicart et al. [2004].

Differences of 1–3°C between canopy temperatures andmeasured reference air temperature were seen both
during cloudy conditions, particularly within the small gap, but also along the edges of the larger gap.
Measured temperatures therefore suggest that during day-time cloudy periods, air temperature can be

Figure 8. Modeled subcanopy incoming longwave radiation at 2 m grid spacing over the field site area (Figure 1b) using (top) only reference air temperature or the
(bottom) correction parameterizations in equation (7) on 12 April 2016. Results shown are for 09:00, 12:00, 15:00, and 18:00. The values of x and y axes are in meters.
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used within equation (1), without a correction required for incoming shortwave radiation and subsequent
canopy heating. Similar conclusions have been made in the field-based study by Pomeroy et al. [2009],
who used point measurements of canopy temperatures to demonstrate that air temperature can be a good
estimate of canopy temperature under low insolation conditions.

While air temperature can be a good substitute for canopy temperature during cloudy conditions in sparse
canopies and in closed canopy environments under all-sky conditions, a further improvement was made
through the use of a bulk offset method applied at nighttime. The requirement of a nighttime offset in this
study is likely due to the location of the reference air temperature measurement in the center of the gap,
while the subcanopy air temperature and subsequently the canopy surface temperature remained warmer
due to reduced radiative losses. The use of an offset is therefore suitable in environments where nighttime
subcanopy air temperatures and canopy temperature remain warmer than the reference air temperature
used for modeling.

Bulk offsets between air and canopy temperatures have been previously applied in a theoretical model by
Seyednasrollah et al. [2013] using the canopy and tree trunk point measurements from Pomeroy et al.
[2009]. Offsets in the study by Seyednasrollah et al. [2013] ranged between 0.5°C (dense canopies) and
1.5°C (sparse forests), smaller than those applied in this study. Seyednasrollah et al. [2013] applied offsets of
10°C to tree trunk temperatures in dense forests, which were not seen in the tree trunk measurements in
the small gap and shaded side of the large gap, where tree trunk temperatures were between 4 and 5°C
cooler than air temperature during the day. The differing results between studies and locations suggest that
the selection of a bulk offset value is site or regionally specific and dependent on the location of reference air
temperature measurements; i.e., an open site measurement could result in a different offset compared to an
above-canopy measurement from a tower. Calculation of x is therefore likely a function of altitude, latitude,
reference air temperature location, and tree species. While the constant bulk offset method can be applied in
dense canopies at nighttime, this method to estimate canopy surface temperatures and subsequently sub-
canopy incoming longwave radiation is not suitable for application within sparse canopies exposed to direct
incoming shortwave radiation where the offset between air and canopy temperatures is also dependent on
canopy heating by shortwave radiation, which exhibits greater temporal and spatial variation.

Within the large gap, clear-sky and sunny conditions resulted in horizontal and vertical variations in canopy
surface temperatures between 8 and 28°C, substantially higher than the 2–5°C variations in canopy surface
temperatures in the small gap and in the large gap during cloudy conditions. Along the shaded edges of
the large gap (south and east), vertical canopy temperature profiles showed warmer temperatures toward
the top of the canopy, which was likely to be the result of solar heating from behind that does not penetrate
to lower levels of the canopy. Additionally, tree trunk temperatures in the lower canopy had cooler tempera-
tures than the remainder of the canopy. These vertical differences in canopy surface temperatures in the
south and east further demonstrate the canopy acting as a cold sink due to the limited solar heating of both
the air and canopy, i.e., leading to temperatures in the lower canopy that are cooler than in the upper canopy,
shown by Link and Marks [1999] and in the air temperature data in Webster et al. [2016b].

Large differences in canopy surface temperatures were seen at the north and west edges of the large gap, i.e.,
in areas exposed to direct shortwave radiation. Thermal images showed that Sun-lit tree trunk temperatures
increased up to 20°C above air temperature, and average canopy surface temperature (between 10 and 80%
relative height) was warmer than reference air temperature. Consequently, modeling subcanopy longwave
radiation using air temperature resulted in total seasonal RMSE at the north and west edges between 6.6
and 10.6 W m�2, although individual bias errors were as high as 47 W m�2 during sunny conditions. The dif-
ferences between calculated Teff and Tair further demonstrated the increase in temperatures of solar heated
canopies above local air temperature in Pomeroy et al. [2009] and Webster et al. [2016b]. Subsequently, air
temperature is an incorrect representation of canopy surface temperatures within equation (1) in these
Sun-lit environments under high solar angles. Importantly, it is in these areas of the subcanopy where melt
initiates at the beginning of the season, therefore having substantial hydrological and ecological importance.

Air and canopy temperature measurements, as well as calculated Teff values presented here demonstrate that
modeling subcanopy incoming longwave radiation using a reference air temperature works sufficiently well
most of the time. Nighttime periods and in areas with high subcanopy shortwave radiation, however, require
corrections to reference air temperature to minimize model errors. Corrections for both these time periods
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were applied using subcanopy shortwave radiation as a selection criteria for applying either a bulk offset or a
multiple linear regression correction or simply applying reference air temperature (i.e., zero offset). Periods
when air temperature would be a suitable predictor of canopy temperature during cloudy periods are also
represented in this simple parameterization, where reduced subcanopy incoming shortwave radiation in nor-
mally sunny areas of the canopy drive the model to use air temperature instead of the multiple linear regres-
sion correction. The application of this correction parameterization can therefore be applied to a time series
of air temperature and subcanopy shortwave radiation data to arrive at an estimate for subcanopy incoming
longwave radiation. This was demonstrated in the improvement in subcanopy longwave radiation estimates
at 20 different point locations across two snowmelt seasons in this study.

This improved model for calculating canopy temperatures throughout a subcanopy environment relies on
meteorological parameters readily available to forest energy balance modelers. The use of a subcanopy
shortwave radiation variable as opposed to an above-canopy variable incorporates the directional exposure
of gap edges to shortwave radiation as well as the degree of penetration of shortwave radiation through the
canopy in heterogeneous forests. Incorporation of these variables therefore allows the use of a simple Vf
value as a canopy descriptor without any additional processing steps to take into account direction of expo-
sure, computationally intensive canopy extinction coefficients or site-specific calibrations that do not take
into account direction of exposure.

Coefficients within the correction parameterizations developed in this study, although site-specific, are
expected to be applicable to further studies and models within environments with similar daily radiative
regimes to Laret, i.e., European midlatitude alpine coniferous forests. However, within different forested
environments or alpine regions with topographical shading, a site-specific calibration for the canopy tem-
perature model is recommended. The correction parameterization developedwithin this study used data col-
lected over a 24 h clear-sky period in a single location in the subcanopy and was successfully applied at all 20
radiometer locations across two snowmelt periods, reducing the mean bias and RMSE at all but two locations,
where RMSE increased by less than 1 W m�2. This simple calibration method, developed from data from a
single radiometer pair, could easily be applied in other forested environments to better understand the rela-
tionship between canopy temperature and reference air temperature, thus simplifying data collection, cali-
bration, and application.

This model is particularly suitable for simulation of subcanopy shortwave and longwave radiation at high spa-
tial and temporal resolutions. Following initial calculation of sky-view fraction, the subsequent calculations to
estimate subcanopy longwave radiation are relatively straightforward and less computationally intensive
compared to process-based models [e.g., Gouttevin et al., 2015; Broxton et al., 2015]. The use of subcanopy
shortwave radiation as a predictor variable is a value that is readily available in energy balance models,
and the simple calibration procedure means that this model can be easily transferable to different altitudes
and latitudes. This model is applicable within energy balance and snowmelt models where canopy structure
descriptors can represent gap and edge environments within individual pixels or at subpixel resolution. It is
therefore suitable to be used at a resolution that accurately represents forest discontinuities.

Using the parameterizations developed within this study, a model to calculate subcanopy incoming long-
wave radiation can therefore be applied at any location where Vf, reference air temperature, and subcanopy
shortwave radiation information are available. Acquisition of high-resolution lidar data has facilitated the
development of new methods making subcanopy shortwave radiation [Musselman et al., 2013] and canopy
structure descriptors such as Vf [Moeser et al., 2014] readily available. An example of the combination of these
methods to a wider scale was given at 2 m point spacing throughout the 170 × 220 m area surrounding the
study site. The combination of the new parameterizations increased the representation of spatial and tem-
poral variabilities in subcanopy longwave radiation around the discontinuous canopy environment.
Noticeable improvements were along the edges of the large gap that showed increases in subcanopy long-
wave radiation that represented the movement of the Sun around the gap throughout the day. Longwave
radiation hot spots were also better represented with the new parameterization, which therefore would
further improve accurate estimation of snow disappearance dates along these discontinuities in canopy
energy balance and snowmelt models applied at greater temporal scales. An improvement in the energy bal-
ance estimation below canopies would also help improve calculation and assessment of evapotranspiration
rates, soil moisture distribution, and biological activity during and immediately following snowmelt periods,
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in particular. Combined with a calculation of cloudiness for accurate continuous estimation of subcanopy
shortwave radiation, the methods presented in this study would facilitate estimation of net radiation across
landscape scales without requiring direct measurements of canopy temperatures or continuous measure-
ments of subcanopy shortwave and longwave radiation.

7. Conclusions

This study demonstrated differences in thermal regimes around a large and small forest canopy gap using
infrared thermal imagery. Five main canopy structure types were investigated: north edge (south facing,
exposed), east edge (west facing, exposed), south edge (north facing, exposed), west edge (east facing,
exposed), and small gap (shaded, closed). Vertical and horizontal variations in canopy surface temperatures
along the edges of the large gap during sunny conditions were due to different directions of exposure of the
canopy to direct shortwave radiation. In comparison, canopy surface temperature variations were relatively
uniform in the small gap as well as during cloudy periods in both gaps, due to lack of exposure to direct
shortwave radiation.

These measurements were used to develop a simple selection criteria for correcting reference air tempera-
ture for elevated canopy surface temperatures during (1) nighttime conditions where subcanopy shortwave
radiation was 0 Wm�2 and (2) periods of increased subcanopy shortwave radiation greater than 400 W m�2.
The use of subcanopy shortwave radiation better represents site or point-specific penetration of shortwave
radiation through the canopy and is a value that is already readily available to energy balance and snowmelt
modelers without an additional processing step for a site-specific extinction coefficient. The value of
400 W m�2 was selected, based on observations, to be representative of locations exposed to direct incom-
ing shortwave radiation along forest gap edges and other discontinuous forest structures. Subcanopy short-
wave and longwave radiation collected at a single point in the subcanopy over a 24 h clear-sky period was
used to calculate a nighttime bulk offset of 3°C for scenario 1 and develop a multiple linear regression model
for scenario 2 using reference air temperature and subcanopy shortwave radiation to predict canopy
temperature with an RMSE of 0.7°C. When subcanopy shortwave radiation was between 1 and 400 W m�2,
reference air temperature (i.e., zero offset) was used to predict subcanopy incoming longwave radiation.

The incorporation of this improved method to estimate canopy temperature thus allowed for a simple esti-
mation of subcanopy incoming longwave radiation around the subalpine field site. Modeling at 10 radio-
meter locations throughout two snowmelt seasons using these correction parameterizations reduced the
mean bias and RMSE at all but two of the locations where RMSE remained within 1 W m�2. Finally, the com-
bination of this method with lidar data suggests potential for improved spatially distributed estimation of
subcanopy net radiation across landscape scales.
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